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Checklist for Wallpapering 
Tips to planning Wallpapering before renovation work 

 

 

Wallpapers is one of the easiest and most inexpensive option used to cover and decorate the 

interior walls of homes, offices, and other buildings these days. With a variety of colors, textures 

and patterns, wallpapers adds depth, dimension and style to your rooms. Wallpaper can alter 

your room appearance. It can make your small spaces appear larger, vertical spaces appear 

wider and better. Sometimes wallpaper is used to hide defects in room design too.  

 

But before you plan to have wallpaper,  

Here are few tips to wallpapering that are often spoken. 

 Before you plan wallpaper of say painting or texturing too, make sure there’s no leakage 
problem. If any get it repaired. Leakage will degrade the life of any wall surface 

application. 

 Wallpaper is usually installed in main wall of a room like you TV wall of living wall, main 

wall of dining area or bed back wall of bedroom and smarmily for kid’s room. 

 Know your rooms. Wallpapers are available in variety of designs. Having them used 

cleverly can make your small rooms appear big, higher ceilings appear lower and much 

more. 
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Tips on how wallpaper designs can alter your room appearance 

  

 Vertical stripes make walls appear longer. Thus it makes your room appear with 

good height. 

 Horizontal stripes make room appear wider. Thus horizontal design wallpapers adds 

to room depth. 

 Dark color wallpapers make wall appear nearer to eyes, making room appear 

smaller. While light colored wallpaper add to room space. They make room appear 

fresh, light and expansive.  

 Antique design wallpaper enrich your home interior, while pop-art design make same 

home appear modern. 

 

Click on the link to know more 

https://www.contractorbhai.com/2017/04/28/26-design-trick-to-increase-room-height/  

 

To know everything about wallpaper and wallpapering your homes, click here 

https://www.contractorbhai.com/articles/ 
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Last Year alone, 
Contractorbhai’s Design Service 

helped over 1,000 Home Owners finish 
their Projects. 
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